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ABSTRACT 

Heart diseases are the most common cause of death across 

worldwide. Due to the huge amount of data obtained from 

medical sector, hidden patterns remain hidden and knowledge 

cannot be extract from the database. This will result into loss 

of required information and treatment cannot be done 

accordingly. Several techniques have been proposed till now 

to find the effect of disease at earlier stage but still it is under 

consideration. Data mining is used to extract useful 

information from the database. Consequently, data analyses 

tool can be used to fetch required information from the 

database and effective decision can be made. Traditionally 

various heart disease detection techniques have been proposed 

like decision tree, genetic algorithm and so on. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining is a process which comes under the category of 

computer science in order to investigate large data set which 

belongs to a pattern. Here large data set stands for Big Data. 

The pattern in big data contains the method or techniques at 

the intersection of AI i.e. Artificial Intelligence and database 

systems or statistics etc. the aim of the data mining is to 

extract those part of data from data warehouse which is valid 

or meaningful and can be helpful in various decision making 

processes. Because the whole of the data stored in the data 

warehouse is not meaningful or important for each and every 

purpose. Data mining is a knowledge discovery process. It 

also performs data management and pre-processing, 

visualization, complexity consideration and online updating 

[21].   

Health care sector is the most trending sector where there is a 

requirement for data mining to extract important, meaningful 

or required information. Data mining techniques are getting 

famous gradually in the several fields like prediction of 

diseases in healthcare systems where medical treatment can be 

compared according to their symptoms and able to identify 

successful treatment for a particular disease [12]. Data mining 

is also helpful in keeping track of states along with risk of a 

disease to the patient. Thus quality of service is required in 

order to get meaningful data from the dataset. Basically it has 

been used to minimize the risk of fraud and abuse in medical 

area. Diagnosis and laboratory procedures may be painful as 

well as costly for the patient but in case of data mining with 

health care system it reduces overall cost which leads to 

popularity and easy decision making. Therefore, before 

implementation of data mining in health care some factors 

need to be considered as quality, time, resources, efforts and 

money. After considering these factors collaboratively 

healthcare organization will be able to make benefit out of it. 

Apart from several advantages it also includes some 

considering issues like collection of data, raw data for data 

mining available from different resources and stores in the 

data warehouse solution [20]. There can be another problem 

of capturing complete and consistent data at start due to which 

quality of data may be reduced.  At last data mining requires 

planning and preparation to get best results. 

 

Figure 1. Data mining in medical sector 

Advanced health disease prediction system assist answering to 

the questions arises with “what if” situation as compared to 

traditional decision support system. In the medical database, 

patient’s data is stored regarding its age, sex, blood pressure 

and other symptoms which help in prediction of a heart 

disease. Cause it provides knowledge regarding patterns and 

their relationship between medical factors [23].      

With the increment in technology, rate of diseases is also 

increased. Heart attack diseases are the main cause of death in 

several countries but early detection can prevent this attack 

and patient can survive longer. In health disease prediction, 

data gathers from medical resources where hidden 

information is also present in them. Firstly, raw data is 

converted into dataset on which modeling has been performed 

using several data mining techniques and then decision is 

made on the acquired information.     

From all the diseases, cardiovascular disease or CVD is the 

major cause of death worldwide. It has been researched that 

50% of all deaths in Europe due to heart diseases and it is till 

increasing because of increasing elderly population. Along 

with cardiovascular diseases, another diseases like IHD i.e. 

ischemic heart diseases having myocardial infarction and 

heart failure. These diseases are the challenging issues in 

healthcare systems. From 1 to 5 per 1000 people suffering 
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from heart failure. Even though advances have been 

performed to get better surveillance treatment but yet Heart 

failure diagnosis has been occurred 1.7 years in men and 3.2 

years in women. As compared with cardiovascular diseases, 

vascular heart diseases are less frequent.  

Table1. Death rate of coronary heart disease among age 

and sex, 2008 [27] 
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2. BPSO 
Initially Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) technique has 

been introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995. The base 

of this algorithm is started by the behavior of the birds, bee 

and school of fishes. Thus PSO follows simulation behavior 

of the biological bird folk. Algorithm includes unpredictable 

and graceful compositions of the birds in providing 

information to the population. This is the main idea behind 

developing the PSO so that information can be shared with the 

individuals of the population. PSO follows search criterion 

which is based on the population of the particles. This 

algorithm is totally based on the exchange of information 

among individuals in the population whereas individuals 

referred as particles and population is considered as swarm 

[29]. Each particle in the swarm adjusts its position according 

to the previous experience and proceeds to the best previous 

position in the swarm. By memorizing the best own position 

in the swarm helps an individual particle to establish its 

experience which can be implied in local search as well as in 

global search. Experience can also be gained from the 

neighboring experience or the experience of the whole swarm 

[27].                  

PSO basically divided into two parts of search such as global 

neighborhood and local neighborhood. Global neighborhood 

is defined where each particle move towards the best previous 

position or the best particle in the swarm known as gbest 

model [29]. On the other hand, if particle move towards its 

best previous position and towards the best particle in the 

restricted neighborhood in the swarm is known as lbest model.   

Each particle in the swarm is represented through the vector in 

the form of multidimensional search space. Thus given vector 

is assigned with another vector which helps in determining 

next movement of that particle. Such process is known as 

velocity vector. Another property of the PSO algorithm 

concludes that velocity of a particle can also be update on the 

basis of current velocity and the best position explored by the 

particle as well as on the basis of gbest model explored by the 

swarm. PSO can be applied on various areas like power and 

voltage control, task assignment, mass-spring system etc [1].   

Furthermore, Kennedy and Eberhart proposed a technique 

based on PSO named as Binary PSO in 1997 to resolve the 

discrete binary problems. In case of binary problems two 

terms are considered as “yes or no”, “true or false”, “one or 

zero” and “include or not to include” etc. This will help in 

determining real value in binary search space. In binary PSO, 

real valued version can be updated through particle’s personal 

best and global best. Consequently, range will be defined 

under restricted dataset as [0, 1]. Thus a map is required to 

map all the real valued numbers of the velocity from [0, 1].     

Normalized function is named as sigmoid function in this 

algorithm as: 

Vij(t)= sig (Vij(t)) = 
1

1+𝑒−𝑉𝑖𝑗 (𝑡)
………………………..(1) 

To update the velocity vector of the particle equation 1 can be 

used and new position of the particle will be obtained after 

applying equation below: 

     Xij(t+1)= 
1 𝑖𝑓 

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 rij < sig (Vij (t+1))………(2) 

Where rij defines uniform random number in the range [0, 1].  

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Evaluation of a status of a person is difficult for the physician 

from huge amount of data. Normalized or traditional approach 

is not accurate enough that can provide the status of a person. 

Thus there is a requirement of a model that can process the 

large database and provides resultant data to the physician. In 

the traditional optimization algorithms that have been 

proposed in which a certain path selects by the insect defines 

the most appropriate path. Several traditional algorithms as 

Cuckoo optimization, Ant colony optimization, Bee colony 

optimization has been used for selection of an appropriate 

path. These techniques are helpful in making effective 

decision. But in certain cases they do not provide efficient 

results. Proposed technique provides accurate results in terms 

of fitness value. But in the traditional approach, accuracy is 

not up to the mark which leads the proposing of new model.  

4. PROPOSED WORK 
In our propose work we are taking the dataset of biomedical 

field that is of heart rate which is having entries the system 

which we are going to develop will surely provide us the 

accuracy more than the previous algorithms. 

In our proposed methodology a swarm intelligence algorithm 

that is BPSO is used for optimizing the neural network on 

basis of Weight values it will update the results of weight 

value until and unless our system got more accurate results 

than the Initial results given by normal neural network.  

4.1 Objectives 
1. To develop an system which will optimized the system to 

get accuracy after testing. 

2. To comp are results of Normal Neural Network           

And Optimized Neural network 

3. Use Swarm Intelligence algorithm for Optimization. 

4. Developing fast and More accurate Proposed algorithm. 
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5. METHODLOGY 
Proposed work has been done to obtain better and efficient 

results and in terms of prediction. So that death rate due to the 

heart disease can be minimized. Methodology of the proposed 

work is given below: 

1. Preliminary take predefined dataset of heart disease 

entries for manipulation purposes.  

2. Secondly capture some of the data for training which will 

be performed through artificial neural network.  

3. Training has been performed on rest of the data using 

neural network. 

4. Now evaluate accuracy of the trained dataset and save 

them for the future comparison.  

5. Extract trained data and evaluate weight values in terms 

of performance to individual data value.  

6. Now using BPSO i.e. binary particle swarm optimization 

technique to update the Weight value and trained them 

again. 

7. Test the whole system updated by the BPSO and 

obtained new neural network. 

8. Obtain accuracy of the whole system to check the 

performance parameter. 

9. Now checks trained dataset which was save at earlier 

stage and the results obtained after applying BPSO has 

been checked that whether the results obtained are 

optimized with respect to initial network without BPSO.  

10. If NO then keep updating the weight value and repeat 

step from 6 to 8. On the other hand if YES then save the 

results and perform comparison between the optimized 

and normalized system.   

 

Figure 2. flow diagram of proposed work using 

Neuralnetwork and BPSO 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
In this section proposed technique has been evaluated, 

comparison has been performed to proven given fact. As 

accuracy is the important and crucial factor of any technique. 

Thus proposed technique accuracy must be better. Results 
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have shown that enhanced techniques accuracy is better and 

efficient.       

 

Figure3. Represents accuracy of normal and enhanced 

system 

 

Figure4. Best fitness value acquired in number of attempts 

Above graph represents number of iterations performed and 

acquired best fitness value in each iterations or attempts.   

 

Figure5. Accuracy of normal and optimized system in 

terms of attempts made. 

In the figure 3, it shows accuracy performed in individual 

attempts and demonstrated that optimized accuracy surpass 

normal accuracy.    

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURESCOPE 
Medical sector contains huge amount of data. Physician may 

not analyze hidden patterns and process knowledge. Due to 

which data analysis tool can be used to process and can make 

effective decision. Heart disease is the main cause of death 

across worldwide. Thus, there is a requirement of reducing the 

risk of heart disease using data analysis tool. Experiments 

have done through which evaluates accuracy. Results have 

proven that normalized classification do not provide accuracy 

as compared to optimized classification. Moreover fitness 

value acquired from the optimized technique is far better than 

normalized. Proposed technique uses behavior of the insects 

as artificial PSO and neural network is combined which 

produces accurate results.  

From the results it can be concluded that proposed technique 

is better in terms of accuracy and fitness value. Prediction of 

heart disease can be done at earlier stage using proposed 

method. In future more techniques can be enhanced in heart 

disease prediction which follows biological behavior and 

provides better results along with their fitness value. 
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